
Modern central banking in all advanced
countries

Adjust borrowing (reserves) as needed to keep the interest rate
at a chosen floor level or above

Stand ready to lend (discounting) to prevent the interest rate
from exceeding a ceiling level

With large volumes of reserves, as at present (except in the
US), only the borrowing rate matters; the short interest rate
always equals the borrowing rate

So all there is to the execution of monetary policy is to set the
borrowing rate; no need for any active open-market policy
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The Fed

“Effective February 2, 2017, the Federal Open Market
Committee directs the Desk to undertake open market
operations as necessary to maintain the federal funds rate in a
target range of 1/2 to 3/4 percent, including: overnight reverse
repurchase operations ... at an offering rate of 0.50 percent, in
amounts limited only by the value of Treasury securities held
outright in the System Open Market Account...”
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Basics
If the central bank ordains that the monetary unit is a
particular asset, then this asset’s purchasing power in terms of
output is the inverse, 1/p, of the price level

Irving Fisher: The dollar is enough gold to buy the cost of
living bundle. Change the gold content of the dollar daily to
offset any change in the price level

Chile today: The unidad de fomento is enough pesos to buy the
cost of living bundle. The government changes the peso content
of the UF daily to keep its purchasing power almost exactly
constant. Virtually all forward contracts are written in UFs

We use the term process to mean the way that the central bank
intervenes in financial markets to implement policy, to
distinguish it from monetary policy, which is the way that the
central bank sets the target interest rate or price level
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Modeling a central bank’s process

CB issues one-period securities called reserves. A unit of
reserves functions as the economy’s numeraire or monetary unit

The price level, pt, is the reciprocal of the purchasing power of a
unit of reserves

The CB repays the holder of a unit of reserves with 1 + xt units
of purchasing power in period t+ 1
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Valuation

The economy assigns a value 1
1+rt

in period t to the promised
receipt of one unit of purchasing power in t+ 1

The purchasing power of a unit of reserves in period t is 1+xt
1+rt

The price level is the reciprocal, pt = 1+rt
1+xt

To set the price level to a target, p∗t , set 1 + xt = 1+rt
p∗t
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Key points

The market equalizes the return on reserves to the real interest
rate

xt is a payment, not a return. It is the off-equilibrium policy of
paying above the interest rate if the price level is below p∗ and
below the interest rate if the price level is above p∗ that pegs the
price level at 1
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Whoa, this can’t be right

Price level behaves as a state variable; central bank can’t alter
its level instantaneously

Central bankers know that if they pay too much on reserves,
they will raise the short rate and depress output, not depress
the price level

If pt is taken as fixed and rt is endogenous,
1 + rt = (1 + xt)pt—our analysis reaches the standard
conclusion that the payment on reserves controls the short rate
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More generally, in reduced form

Financial integration:
r = φ(x)

Output effect, from price-level non-neutrality:

y = θ(x)

Price effect:
p = ψ(x)

Our beliefs:
I Strong integration, x sets r: φ(x) = x
I Strong output effect: θ′(x) quite negative
I Weak price effect: ψ′(x) slightly negative
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Determinacy

Central-bank processes involving rules for interest rates can
have a continuum of equilibria

Processes based on defining the monetary unit in terms of a
security with a well-defined market value seem to deliver
determinate price levels

at least in the sense that we have not found any plausible model
with indeterminacy
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Explorations

I Simple New Keynesian model

I Sticky information

I Backward-looking Phillips curve

I Reserves provide liquidity

I Money-in-the-utility-function

I Transaction costs

I Lagos-Wright (2005)

I Financial segmentation

I Costly state monitoring

I Limited commitment agency costs

I Sovereign default
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CB actually controls the nominal
payout on reserves

The economy assigns a nominal value 1
1+it

in period t to the
promised receipt of one unit of reserves (money) in t+ 1

The purchasing power of a unit of reserves in period t is 1+xt
1+it

The price level is the reciprocal, pt = 1+it
1+xt

To set the price level to a target, p∗t , set 1 + xt = 1+it
p∗t
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Literature

I Hall (1997): Proposed making the monetary unit a
floating-rate note paying the current real interest rate.

I Adao, Correia, and Teles: Rule it = rt + Et (pt+1) − p∗t ,
relies on coefficient of exactly 1, any deviation fails.

I Interest-rate rules: we don’t need limit conditions, we don’t
iterate to infinity. Only arbitrage across two periods (and
no linearization).

I FTPL: we don’t use government budget constraint, control
of the price level remains with the monetary authority.
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